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Introduction 

The first millennium BC was a period of profound transformation in the central-western Mediterranean. On the one 
hand, the arrival from the 9th century BC of a large number of migrants from the eastern Mediterranean brought about 
major changes in the ethnic and linguistic panorama of large areas of this territory. It also led to –or at least facilitated– the 
introduction and dissemination of new skills and gave rise to intensive interaction with the populations previously esta-
blished in those territories. This interaction took on diverse forms ranging from the establishment of authentic colonial 
systems –that entailed the control of the territory by the new arrivals and the marginalization and exploitation of the na-
tive population– to relations based on mutual benefit, in which the balance of forces between natives and allochthonous 
people clearly favoured the former from a political and demographic point of view. In this context, it is logical that there 
would have been intensive and diverse transformations. One of the most outstanding was the growth in the population, 
which is perceptible in many different regions, to the point at which it can be considered to have been generalised, albeit 
with different local and regional dynamics. At the same time, following experiences with a limited trajectory such as the 
El Argar, Terramare and Nuragic cultures, this demographic increment would have played an important role in the new 
development of complex societies founded on institutionalised inequality and the existence of political and administrative 
systems designed to perpetuate it. The hierarchized forms of territorial occupation and the formation of the first cities 
are one of the most obvious testimonies to this. In summary, this was a period of complex changes that saw the formation 
and disappearance of political entities of diverse natures and sizes. These ranged from the large Libyan territorial states 
to the Etruscan and Iberian city-states. Finally, there was the great conflict between Rome and Carthage that opened up 
the way for the emergence of a large empire covering the whole of the Mediterranean.

In this general context, one of the most important technological innovations to come about in the first millennium BC 
was the introduction and, more significantly, the generalization of iron metallurgy. This undoubtedly played an important, 
if not a crucial role in the processes of change we summarised briefly in the previous paragraph. The increase in techno-
environmental efficiency that entailed the generalized use of iron tools led to an increase in the production of surpluses 
and, consequently, the power of the elites, as well as a sustained growth in the population. This in turn was closely linked 
to the development of social complexity and the expansion of cities. We cannot, therefore, underestimate the importance 
of the subject of this volume. However, veiled behind this generalization in the use of iron lie diverse local and regional 
situations that are linked both to the process involved in receiving and accepting the new technology and to the mecha-
nism that, at a particular time, led to its large-scale use in primary production and weapons manufacture. Nobody today 
defends the functionalist perspectives that saw in the new technologies with the ability to improve productivity an inevi-
table opportunity to increase social production based on a more efficient control of the environment, reducing the input of 
work and, in short, favouring the “progress” of the human groups that adopted these innovations. From that excessively 
simplistic perspective, the adoption of technologies can be simply explained by the adaptive advantages their possession 
would have represented for the different societies, considered as undifferentiated entities rather than as compound, 
complex and internally conflicted blocks. In other cases, the introduction of iron has been seen as the chance to improve 
weaponry, thus endowing a decisive military advantage on the groups that possessed it. This could also have had decisive 
consequences for the formation of more broad-based, complex political entities.

Obviously, there is some truth to these interpretations, as alongside the internal conflicts proper to any society, there were 
also common interests that brought them together. However, they err by ignoring the costs involved in the introduction of 
new technologies and also the risks they presented for social stability. It is perfectly plausible to assume, for example, that 
a dominant social group would not have favoured the introduction of a technology that could have been used to improve 
weaponry, even though it would have helped them exercise their power, if they were not certain of being able to control 
the production and prevent its generalized use. Neither is there any certainty that all or most of the members of a society 
would have chosen to modify their ways of life by the generalized introduction of a new technology, unless they were forced 
to do so by circumstances linked to their survival or the imposition by a powerful elite. Such a change could have been 
imposed through coercion or it may have received consent based on ideology or, more frequently, a combination of the two. 
In this respect, we have to remind ourselves that an increase in techno-environmental efficiency did not necessarily result 
in a reduction in the amount of work put in, for example, by the peasants. It could simply have been used to augment the 
surpluses controlled by the elites, who were able to use them flexibly, both to ensure a supply for the population in the 
case of need (for example, in years of poor harvests) or, in normal circumstances, to further their own interests.

In other words, the adoption of a new technology and, above all, its generalized use, did not depend solely on its po-
tential advantages from a productivity or military efficiency perspective. It would also have been contingent on the social 
and economic context in which it occurred and, in particular, on the interests of the dominant groups and their ability to 
impose them on the society as a whole. In order to fully understand these processes, it is necessary to describe and explain 
separately, in each region and each society, the conditions in which the process took place. This is, in fact, the objective 
of this volume, which aims to provide an overall perspective of this question in the central-western Mediterranean based 
on the particular regional processes, as well as a preface to the same question in the Aegean area.
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In the studied territory, the explanation for the adoption of this iron technology by the different societies has tradi-
tionally been based on diffusionist approaches. It would have arrived from the Mediterranean Levant (the Hittite world, 
the Middle East or Cyprus), from where it would have reached the Aegean and the islands of the central Mediterranean 
and subsequently the rest of the Mediterranean. In the Maghreb and the far western Mediterranean this phenomenon 
is often linked to Phoenician trade; however, as Ramon and Sanmartí indicate in their contribution, we cannot rule out a 
dissemination route via sub-Saharan Africa, where iron technology is attested in the second millennium BC. In contrast 
to the diffusionist hypotheses, Kostoglou proposes as an alternative interpretation that the adoption of iron metallurgy 
was in fact the result of multiple innovations developed locally that would have taken place in a more or less accidental 
manner in diverse places and at different times. The possibility of a purely local development is also considered by Ramon 
and Sanmartí based on the finds made at Althiburos (Tunisia) that attest iron production in the 8th century cal BC, but the 
knowledge involved could date back to the previous century or even earlier.

At the current state of the research and as we can see from the studies compiled in this volume, the first iron objects 
are attested in diverse areas of the Mediterranean during the Bronze Age. This evidence is not only found in the Aegean 
(Kostoglou), but also in Sardinia (Lo Schiavo and Milletti), southern Italy and Sicily (Pacciarelli and Quondam), the Strait 
of Gibraltar (Suárez and Renzi), the south-east of the Iberian Peninsula (Vives-Ferrándiz and Mata) and even as far as 
the Atlantic. In northern Italy, apart from two doubtful cases during the Late Bronze Age, iron seems to have appeared 
suddenly in the 8th century BC (Paltineri et alii); however, in the north-western Alpine region (Switzerland and Slovenia) 
iron objects are documented between the mid-11th and the 9th centuries BC (Paltineri et alii). These early cases are undou-
btedly prestige objects carried by travellers and traded for their intrinsic properties and rarity, rather than their functional 
value. According to the typological studies presented by Grevey and Gailledrat, this first period of dissemination of iron 
objects during the final stages of the Bronze Age continued into the first centuries of the first millennium BC. This would 
have carried on until the new technology had been adopted, under formulas and procedures that would have varied con-
siderably, depending on the local conditions such as the effective power and interests of the elites and the nature of the 
relationships with the peoples of the east, such as the Phoenicians, among other possible factors. 

In some of the territories studied, the chronology of the appearance of iron objects and the evidence of their manu-
facture is documented almost contemporaneously and even prior to the first attested colonial contacts. This is the case of 
Calabria and Sicily at the beginning of the first millennium BC (Pacciarelli and Quondam), as well as of Sardinia, although 
those first Sardinian productions are made of bronze enriched with iron or copies of bronzes, and appear to have been 
manufactured in domestic contexts. Significant production of iron objects in artisanal workshops in Sardinia would come 
in the 8th century BC (Lo Schiavo and Milletti). In general, however, the documentation of this aspect is sparse and very 
fragmentary in the areas occupied by the indigenous peoples of the western Mediterranean, given that in many regions the 
existence of workshops is not attested prior to the 6th century BC. This clearly contrasts with what occurred in Phoenician 
settlements or those with a strong Phoenician presence. Indeed, at various archaeological sites there is a very well docu-
mented and probably important production from the last decades of the 9th century, as Ramon and Sanmartí and Suárez et 
alii indicate for the Strait of Gibraltar region (at archaeological sites such as Acinipo and Los Castillejos de Alcorrín) and 
Vives-Ferrándiz and Mata for the Valencia area (La Fonteta, Baix Segura). Ramon and Sanmartí hypothetically link this 
production to the demand from Assyria (very well documented elsewhere) to the point of assuming that iron was one of 
the most important products sought by the Phoenicians in the western Mediterranean.

However, apart from iron production in the Phoenician cultural area, it is plausible to believe that from the 8th century 
and above all the 7th century BC in the territories dealt with in this volume there would have been a relatively impor-
tant local production of iron objects, although they would have been mainly confined to prestige items used by a small 
number of people. These objects were often deposited in the tombs of their owners, which is where they are normally 
found, whereas they are only retrieved sporadically at other types of archaeological site. According to Beylier, the forging 
technique would have been mastered in southern Gaul from the second half of the 7th century BC, although there is very 
little direct evidence to show this. A similar chronology can be proposed for Catalonia, as there is definite evidence from 
the 6th century BC at La Serra del Calvari and Illa d’en Reixac. However, we also have to bear in mind that some scholars 
have defended the existence of iron production in this region as early as the 8th century BC in the settlement of Els Vilars 
d’Arbeca (Belarte et alii). In Sardinia, iron metallurgy became important from the 8th and above all the 7th centuries BC. In 
northern Italy it is well documented at least from the turn of the 7th to the 6th century BC, with evidence of production at 
Genova (Paltineri et alii). In contrast, and as previously mentioned, in Calabria and Sicily an earlier start for the first local 
productions –between the late 11th and 10th centuries BC– has been proposed (Pacciarelli and Quondam). 

In terms of the categories of objects and their evolution, there was very little typological diversity in the early stages of 
iron production, given, as has already been stated, that they were essentially prestige items. The first were mainly fibulas, 
needles, razors, rings and spits (the last of these linked to the idea of the banquet), as well as the first weapons, especially 
in Sicily and Calabria (Pacciarelli and Quondam). An outstanding category is that of knives, which were, moreover, a new 
item with no precedents in other metals within the repertory of objects used by the autochthonous societies. In some areas 
the first iron objects were copies of those previously made of bronze, as has been described in Sardinia (Lo Schiavo and 
Milletti). We should also point out the presence of iron weapons in many of the territories studied, albeit documented in 
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variable numbers, in funerary contexts and mainly associated with tombs of males/warriors. Iron weapons are often inter-
preted as prestige symbols (Pacciarelli and Quondam) under the control of the elites (Beylier). However, in some cases 
and in various territories, weapons are found in the tombs of females, for example in Gaul (Beylier) and Sicily (Pacciarelli 
and Quondam). We can therefore assume that the presence of arms is not necessarily related to the gender of the deceased 
and that it symbolizes above all a social position and membership of an elite.

The different articles included in this volume demonstrate how the typological range of iron objects expanded, espe-
cially from the 6th century BC, when there was an intensification of the production of weapons and a consolidation of that 
of work tools. The data available for the 5th-4th centuries BC in the different territories studied –in some cases abundant 
and of remarkable quality– indicate, with local nuances, a generalized use of iron for the manufacture of objects related 
to all facets of human existence and activity. These include transportation, building and, above all, work tools (especially 
farming implements). Iron prestige objects continued to be made, although they became very much a minority item. It 
is therefore quite normal that, from this period on, it is common to find iron objects in habitation sites. Weapons are also 
found in contexts of violent destruction, and continue to be especially common in tombs.

The generalization and diversification of the production of iron objects is obviously linked to profound changes in the 
social and productive structures that are documented in the whole of the study area from the 6th century BC. These can 
be linked to various causes, above all of a demographic and political nature. These shifts were signalled by the beginning 
of an imperialist policy on the part of Carthage, the progressive transformation of Rome into a political and military power 
called to dominate the Italian Peninsula, the beginnings of the formation of the great Libyan monarchies, and the cons-
titution on the Iberian Peninsula of hierarchized societies that evolved towards the formation of city-states and territorial 
states of a certain magnitude. Iron played an essential role in all these processes, which explains not only the typological 
diversification of the production, but also its extraordinary growth. The finds of workshops in the indigenous habitats be-
comes habitual from this time. They are often inside houses, in urban settlements such as Puig de Sant Andreu-Ullastret 
(Belarte et alii), Genova (Paltineri et alii), Lattara, Montlaurès (Beylier) and Bastida de les Alcusses (Vives-Ferrándiz and 
Mata), or in specialised nuclei such as Pontós, among many others. They are also found on the periphery of those towns (e.g. 
Ullastret), in villages and even in small rural habitats, such as those of Les Guàrdies (Belarte et alii) or Christol (Beylier).

Thus, from the 6th century BC, we can speak of a generalized production and use of iron. All this leads us to suspect 
the existence of sophisticated manufacturing systems, probably with differentiated productions in the various workshops. 
Above all the elites would have exercised control over this resource, which would have taken on a crucial importance for 
the economic production, the exercise of violence and the exaltation of power. The transformation and exploitation of iron 
has been studied in depth on a micro-regional scale in some areas of the Iberian culture, including the territory of Kelin/
Los Villares (Valencia), with evidence from the 4th century BC until the Romanization (Quixal), and, on a strictly local scale, 
at the archaeological site of Les Guàrdies (El Vendrell, Tarragona) (Belarte et alii). However, the overall functioning of the 
production system, and particularly the organization introduced by the elites to prevent iron being used by the subordinated 
population for purposes other than production (particularly for the manufacture of weapons), is still not known in detail 
in any of the regions studied in the contributions compiled here (and in some of them, such as the Libyan kingdoms, it is 
virtually unknown). One of the major challenges facing current research is to undertake a systematic study to re-evaluate 
the documentation available for many settlements and to obtain new data. The objective of this would be to ascertain 
where the iron ore was transformed into metal, who controlled the process, how the iron was distributed to the different 
manufacturing workshops (aristocratic houses, village workshops, etc.) and, a crucial but particularly complicated aspect, 
to attempt to recognize the types of objects manufactured in each place. We trust the contributions in this volume will act 
as a starting point for new studies to be carried out with this focus.

Maria Carme Belarte, Maria Carme Rovira and Joan Sanmartí
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Iron metallurgy, political economy and social change during
the first millennium BC in eastern Iberia

Jaime Vives-Ferrándiz Sánchez *
Consuelo Mata Parreño **

Abstract 

We analyse the historical dynamics of iron metallurgy and iron objects in eastern Iberia throughout the 1st millennium 
BC. Our analysis will be carried out at various levels – ritual contexts, cemeteries, settlement patterns, and the internal 
structure of settlements – in order to shed light on different aspects of the social role of iron objects and workshops. The 
study identifies a series of stages. Initially, the first iron objects were channelled through connections with Mediterranean 
traders around the 12th century BC; second, iron metallurgy is recorded from the 8th century BC onwards, in association 
with the arrival of the Phoenicians; and third, in the 6th and 5th centuries BC the use of iron became more widespread 
and new objects ranging from weapons to tools were created, indicating a new context of social relations. Throughout this 
period, iron metallurgy was an activity linked to empowered groups.

Keywords: Iron Age, Iberian culture, iron metallurgy, iron furnaces, forges, social change

Resumen

Analizamos las dinámicas históricas de adopción y uso social de la metalurgia del hierro entre los ríos Ebro y Segura a lo 
largo del primer milenio a.C. Diferentes escalas de análisis, desde los contextos rituales hasta los patrones de asentamiento 
o la organización interna de los poblados, nos permiten identificar diversas etapas: los primeros objetos de hierro en la zona 
fueron bienes de prestigio que circularon en un marco de conexiones mediterráneas a partir de los siglos XII-XI a.C. La 
actividad siderúrgica en la zona se documenta a partir del siglo VIII a.C., con la instalación de población de origen fenicio 
en asentamientos costeros. La generalización del hierro se producirá a partir de los siglos VI-V a.C., en forma de armamento 
y como útiles de trabajo agrario. Durante este periodo fue una actividad vinculada a las esferas del poder.

Palabras clave: Edad del Hierro, Cultura Ibérica, metalurgia del hierro, hornos, forjas, cambio social
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Introduction1

In this paper we analyse the historical dynamics of 
iron metallurgy and iron objects in eastern Iberia. Research 
carried out in recent decades has shown the existence of 
societies with clear signs of an uneven distribution of wealth 
during the first millennium BC. This era is also known 
as the Iron Age, which, in this geographical area, roughly 
spans the period between the 8th and the 2nd century BC. 
Encouraged by the editors of this volume, in this article 
we focus specifically on the relations between iron and the 
social fabric of Iberian communities, taking into account the 
specific historical contexts in which iron was used, both as 
a metal and a technology, in order to define its social and 
symbolic significance.

Our approach aims to examine two main themes. The 
first one is change: what were the rhythms of adoption, 
rejection or appropriation of the technology and the ob-
jects involved? How can we explain these changes? The 
second one is the social impact: what role did iron play in 
the economic, ritual and symbolic bases on which Iberian 
communities grounded their wealth and power? And from 
there, what dependences and relations drove technological 
innovations in iron production? We are particularly inter-
ested in the social role of this technology and how it was 
historically manipulated to define social hierarchies.

With these aims in mind, we explore the contexts that 
led to the introduction of the first iron objects and the spread 
of this technology over the following centuries. Analyses at 
different levels – cemeteries, settlement patterns, and the 
internal structure of settlements – will help to shed light 
on different aspects of the social role of iron objects. Inevi-
tably, the study area overlaps with other Iberian Iron Age 
regions with similar social dynamics, although it presents 
clear patterns and rhythms of its own. 

Although the body of data available increases as the 
centuries advance, the evidence is not uniform for all 
periods and areas (Fig. 1). The empirical evidence in our 
study draws on selected excavated sites that provide relia-
ble information, either due to their state of preservation or 
because they contribute to an understanding of iron meta-
llurgy. Throughout the paper we will refer to published sites 
that are well known in the history of Iberian archaeology, 
and we will also add new contexts where updated scientific 
analyses have been carried out. Obviously the chronolo-
gical framework spans the whole of the Iberian Iron Age, 
but we will not be restricted to it; we also consider earlier 
contexts from the Late Bronze Age in order to trace the 
introduction of iron objects in the area. More often than 
not, archaeologists have focused on when innovations occur, 
thus pinpointing ‘first’ occurrences, but the key questions 

1 We thank the organisers of the conference for their invitation 
to contribute our paper. Research for this work was carried out 
as part of the project HAR2014-54414-P (METIPO: Metales, 
tierra y poder durante la Edad del Hierro en el sureste de la 
península ibérica). Thanks are also due to Salvador Rovira for 
providing us with unpublished information on the iron artefacts 
of the Villena hoard. 

Figure 1. Map of the study area showing the main sites quoted in 
the text: 1, Villena's hoard (Alicante); 2, La Fonteta (Guardamar 
del Segura, Alicante); 3, El Oral and El Molar (San Fulgencio, 
Alicante); 4, Los Saladares (Orihuela, Alicante); 5, Caramoro II 
(Elx, Alicante); 6, Les Moreres (Crevillent, Alicante); 7, Peña Negra 
(Crevillent, Alicante); 8, Vinarragell (Borriana, Castellón); 9, Tossal 
de la Vila (Serra d'En Galcerán, Castellón); 10, Collado y Pinar de 
Santa Ana (Jumilla, Murcia); 11, Torrelló del Boverot (Almassora, 
Castellón); 12, Los Morrones 1 (Cortes de Arenoso, Castellón); 13, 
Tossal del Mortórum (Cabanes, Castellón); 14, Sant Joaquim de 
la Menarella (Forcall); 15, Sant Jaume-Puig d’en Serrà (Alcanar, 
Tarragona); 16, La Ferradura (Ulldecona, Tarragona); 17, El Puig 
(Alcoi, Alicante); 18, Pozo Moro (Chinchilla de Montearagón, 
Albacete); 19, En Balaguer I (Portell de Morella, Castellón); 20, Alt 
de Benimaquia (Dénia, Alicante); 21, Les Casetes (La Vila Joiosa, 
Alicante); 22, Kelin/Los Villares (Caudete de las Fuentes, Valencia); 
23, La Vital (Gandía, Valencia); 24, Tos Pelat (Moncada, Valencia); 
25, Puig de la Nau (Benicarló, Castellón); 26, La Solivella (Alcalà 
de Xivert, Castellón); 27, Altea la Vella (Altea, Alicante); 28, Illeta 
dels Banyets (El Campello, Alicante); 29, La Bastida de les Alcusses 
(Moixent, Valencia); 30, Torre de Foios (Llucena, Castellón); 31, 
La Cervera (La Font de la Figuera, Valencia); 32, Tossal de les 
Basses (Alicante); 33, El Zoquete (Requena, Valencia); 34, Muela 
de Arriba (Requena, Valencia); 35, Casillas del Cura (Venta del 
Moro, Valencia); 36, La Maralaga (Sinarcas, Valencia); 37, Cerro 
de San Cristóbal y Los Chotiles (Sinarcas, Valencia); 38, Campo 
de Herrerías (Sinarcas, Valencia); 39, La Seña (Vilar del Arzobispo, 
Valencia); 40, Tossal de Sant Miquel (Llíria, Valencia); 41, Puntal 
dels Llops (Olocau, Valencia); 42, La Mina (Tuéjar, Valencia).
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are why and how these innovations permeated the society in 
the long term. Overall, our large chronological scale should 
help us to undertake comparative assessments of the social 
context of iron use and of the scale of its exploitation. 

In the first section of the paper, we show how the 
study of iron objects and iron metallurgy has contributed 
to an understanding of social change. The second section 
offers a diachronic examination of the use of iron objects 
and iron metallurgy, including the social context that serves 
as the background to their introduction or rejection. Fina-
lly, in the last section, we raise some comparative issues 
concerning iron metallurgy and change and present some 
concluding thoughts.

Iron, metallurgy and change in Iberia

For more than three centuries metals have been at the 
forefront of archaeologists’ concern with time and change, 
ever since the development of the Three Age concept of te-
chnological evolution – stone, bronze, iron – as a framework 
of chronological reference (Trigger 2006, 123). The intro-
duction of iron is often regarded as a turning point, which 
allowed major changes in cultural evolution. These changes 
would have developed from improvements in farming due 
to the introduction of more effective tools, and general 
advances in construction, transport and craftsmanship (for 
more on this theme, see Mohen 1990; Feugère, Gustin 2000; 
Pleiner 2000 and 2006).  

Among archaeologists working on the Iberian culture, 
the adoption of functional and processual concerns about the 
relations between cultures and their environments, and the 
ways in which cultures changed, did not completely super-
sede culture-historical views of change as a straightforward 
diffusion of ideas or migrations. As a result, these notions 
have for the most part remained ingrained in current views 
of the role of iron as triggering change per se. For instance, 
iron has long been seen as the hallmark of an innovation 
introduced by external influences (Phoenician, most likely) 
which would have easily permeated indigenous commu-
nities due to the functional advance that it represented in 
comparison with other metallurgies. These narratives are 
embedded in a conception of history in which technological 
innovation and progress go together; however, the social 
conditions of their use have been given less attention.

There is no denying that the introduction of iron in 
Iberia was driven by contacts with Mediterranean communi-
ties, but the social and economic conditions in which these 
phenomena operated also deserve our attention (Sanmartí 
2014, 462). The relations between technology and culture 
have been a focus of interest for many archaeologists who 
have applied a variety of theoretical approaches to their 
study. Materialist perspectives, highly influential among 
archaeologists dealing with the Iberian world, call for an 
examination of the social context of technology. Our pa-
per is framed within this material perspective, though we 
are careful not to ignore the postprocessual concern with 
human agency and the social frameworks for decisions, 
desires and actions. We subscribe to the idea that material 

culture is used actively in social interaction and that new 
technologies are not only mobilised in response to social 
and economic change but are also a force in bringing this 
change about. Therefore, objects and technology embody 
social and symbolic practices.

Our approach will highlight the materiality of this 
technology, since social relations are made up of material 
objects. We study information derived from metallographic 
analysis, but also from the social aspects of technology. We 
agree with Foxhall that technology is not politically neutral 
(Foxhall 2003, 75) and that relations between metallurgy 
and political economy, knowledge, and power must be 
examined on a case-by-case basis.

Thus, to analyse the transmission of iron objects and 
metallurgy we examine how they were incorporated into 
existing practices among local communities. This process 
is connected, in turn, by how they were perceived, an issue 
which is linked to the circumstances of their arrival. Our 
knowledge of the biography of these objects is only partial, 
as in most cases we only have depositional contexts on 
which to base our analysis; other parts of their trajectories, 
such as how they were used or changed hands, will never 
be available. But it seems fair to assume that the introduc-
tion of a new technology entailed variations in many social 
spheres. In reproducing such practices, people, ideologies 
and institutions changed at the same time.

Objects in time
The first iron objects (late 2nd millennium BC-

early 1st millennium BC)

Iron metallurgy is documented around the 8th century 
BC in the Western Mediterranean, but iron items circulated 
among the Late Bronze Age communities long before this 
period. The issue was comprehensively assessed for the first 
time in the 1990s by Almagro (1993) and Ruiz-Gálvez (1998, 
296) who suggested that the evidence then available for 
the existence of pre-colonial contacts and Mediterranean-
Atlantic relations should be treated with caution. Other new 
appraisals followed, such as Vilaça’s studies of the Atlantic 
area (Vilaça 2006 and 2013). Studies of the eastern coast of 
Iberia have focused on the broader social context in which 
the earliest iron objects circulated (Ruiz-Gálvez 2014) and 
on specific aspects of metallurgical production (Renzi 2014; 
Renzi et alii 2013). 

We start our enquiry with a study of the Villena hoard 
(Soler 1965). The hoard was found in a local handmade vessel 
in a dry stream next to the Bronze Age settlement of Cabezo 
Redondo (Villena, Alicante), located some 50 km upstream 
along the Vinalopó river. The hoard has yielded the earliest 
iron objects of the whole of the Western Mediterranean so 
far: a hoop, or bracelet, and a gold-inlaid iron item (Fig. 2). 
Analyses currently in progress have shown that these pieces 
may have been made from meteoric iron2. Other objects in-
clude 11 gold bowls, five gold and silver bottles and 28 gold 
bracelets. There is also a piece made in amber.

2 Dr S. Rovira, personal communication.
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The chronology of the hoard has been a matter of de-
bate in Spanish archaeology for the last four decades due, 
precisely, to the presence of the iron objects. Some authors 
proposed dating the hoard to the early Iron Age because iron 
items would be expected in the context of the Phoenician 
trade expansion, and not before. Others date the hoard 
to the late Middle Bronze Age, and more specifically to 
around 1300-1200 BC. This ‘early’ chronology, backed by 
the majority of scholars (including ourselves) is supported by 
two sets of evidence: first, the technological links between 
objects in the hoard and other gold items from the nearby 
settlement of Cabezo Redondo (to which the hoard has been 
connected); and second, the skeuomorphic convergences 
between the metal bowls and bottles of the hoard with lo-
cally produced pottery objects, which are dated to around 
1500-1200 BC (Ruiz-Gálvez 2014). 

The iron objects from Villena fit into a social scenario 
in which they were perceived as high-status items. In fact, 
around 1300-1100 BC we find iron objects circulating from 
Cyprus to Sardinia, and from the Near East to Greece (see, 
for Sardinia, the contribution of Lo Schiavo and Milletti and, 
for Greece, that of Kostouglou, in this volume) in elite con-
texts, thus mirroring the situation in the West. Modern-day 

Portugal appears to be particularly rich in terms of findings 
(Vilaça 2006 and 2013), with a surprisingly high number 
of occurrences at seven sites in the Beiras, Estremadura 
and Alentejo areas. It is worth mentioning that inland sites 
outnumber those from on the coast, and that copper-based 
metallurgy was a feature of the productive activities perfor-
med at these locations (Renzi et alii 2013, 179). Other sites 
in western and central Spain also bear witness to the early 
circulation of iron objects, though these findings cannot be 
dated before c. 1100-900 BC (Vilaça 2013, 49-52). Therefore, 
the iron objects in the Villena hoard are arguably the earliest 
iron objects in the Western Mediterranean.

Metallographic analyses of the Portuguese objects have 
revealed that they were poorly made, with slag inclusions 
and less hardness than the bronze models which they sought 
to imitate (Renzi et alii  2013, 179). It has been suggested 
that they may even have been made from traded raw bars 
or ingots at indigenous sites (Vilaça 2006).

A wide variety of iron objects circulated around this 
time. The objects from the Villena hoard come under the 
heading of decorative items. As such, they are associated 
with others of the genre, like gold bracelets and high-status 
materials that correspond to the sphere of consumption and 
representation. In contrast to the Villena context, other Ibe-
rian sites such as Monte do Trigo in Beiras, in modern-day 
Portugal, have yielded small knives and small saws, which 
were also hoarded (Vilaça 2013, 56). Bimetallic objects 
have also been found in these contexts and at other sites 
of early iron production in eastern Iberia. We will return to 
this point later on.

It has been hypothesised that some of the first iron 
objects in the West were produced locally. Raw iron, in 
the form of ingots or bars, would have been traded before 
the Phoenician arrival (Almagro 1993), and thus “local 
communities developed their own ways to work and shape 
this metal” (Renzi et alii 2013, 180). The fact that simple 
iron objects reproduced local bronze types supports this 
hypothesis. For these authors, other more complex objects 
in terms of production and structure would have been im-
ported. Although this is a plausible hypothesis, the currently 
available evidence does not conclusively support this model 
for the first iron in the West. For instance, iron ingots are 
conspicuous by their absence in archaeological contexts 
before the 9th century BC, which leaves the issue of their 
being traded open. Another related issue is the problem of 
differentiating between local and foreign, and defining what 
we mean by these terms. 

Both Villena and the Atlantic sites provide us with 
insights into the social perception of these iron objects as 
exotic and highly appreciated material culture. Not only 
were they hoarded, sometimes along with gold, silver, 
amber and faience items, but they might also been percei-
ved as analogous to other bronze objects (Vilaça 2013, 56). 
These novelties were in the hands of elites controlling 
long-distance trade, and probably resources. However, 
the empowered groups of the Late Bronze Age were all 
relatively unstable.

Figure 2. Above: the Villena hoard. Below: the two iron objects from 
the hoard, a hoop or bracelet and a gold-inlaid iron item (adapted 
from Soler 1965; Museum of Villena).
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The earliest iron metallurgy
(8th-7th centuries BC) 

No contexts of iron production have been identified 
before the 8th century BC in the Western Mediterranean. 
The earliest iron metallurgy is linked to the Phoenician 
trade diaspora or expansion, which set up commercial 
outposts, settlements and neighbourhoods in the eastern 
Mediterranean since the 10th-9th centuries BC. Sites in 
the central Mediterranean (Carthage) and beyond the 

Straits of Gibraltar (Cádiz and Huelva) followed later. By 
the 7th century BC, a dense network of settlements had 
been built up in the West, which included the coasts of 
southern Spain, Portugal and Morocco (Aubet 2009). This 
phenomenon was primarily driven by economic interests 
and it aimed to establish trading relations through the 
exchange of goods – mainly metals such as silver from 
the southwest of the Iberian Peninsula – for manufac-
tured objects and specialized agricultural produce, such 
as wine or olive oil.

Figure 3. Various fire structures related to metallurgical activities at La Fonteta (Guardamar del Segura, Alicante) (after González Prats 2011).
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Figure 4. A selection of iron objects from La Fonteta (Guardamar del Segura, Alicante) dated to the 8th and 7th century BC (after 
González Prats 2014).
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Iron slag and production residues have been found in 
a number of coastal settlements of Phoenician origin esta-
blished on the coast of Andalusia, such as Toscanos, Morro 
de Mezquitilla and Cerro del Villar (Málaga), La Fonteta 
(Guardamar del Segura, Alicante), and Sa Caleta (Ibiza), 
although the evidence is not always clear or consistent (for 
a critical overview of these contexts, see Renzi et alii 2013, 
180-182). In our study area, La Fonteta was situated on 
a small strip on the mouth of the river Segura (Rouillard 
et alii 2007; González Prats 2011 and 2014). This would 
have been a peripheral site for local people, as indigenous 
Late Bronze Age settlements like Peña Negra (Crevillent, 
Alicante), Saladares (Orihuela, Alicante) and Caramoro II 
(Elx, Alicante) were situated inland on the hills and along 
streams (Vives-Ferrándiz 2005, 244); this choice of location 
thus reflects the newcomers’ interest in settling close to 
the sea and in taking part in the Mediterranean maritime 
networks. The area soon became a place for exchanges and 
production, and by the first half of the 7th century BC La 
Fonteta had developed into an important port with new 
commercial facilities, storerooms, workshops and other areas 
of production that transformed the layout of the settlement.

La Fonteta has yielded the most comprehensive 
evidence for an understanding of the earliest iron meta-
llurgical activities (Renzi 2013). Sections 54-1, 7 and 14 of 
the excavations carried out by González Prats (2011 and 
2014) have produced iron ores, iron slag and hammerscales 
(Renzi et alii 2013, 181; Renzi 2013, 71-91). There are also 
pyrometallurgical hearths of different shapes – mainly 
circular with diameters varying between 0.40 and 0.80 cm 
– and, probably, different functions (Fig. 3). This evidence 
attests to the existence of metallurgical workshops and 

smithing activities during the 8th and 7th centuries BC, 
either for the production of iron objects or for other stages 
of its processing. 

After examining all this material from morphological, 
structural, and chemical perspectives, Renzi (2013, 204) 
reached the following conclusions: 

- Reduction processes must have taken place outside 
the settlement, in the vicinity of the mining areas, in sites 
which have not been identified to date. At any rate, these 
sites must have been located in the Iberian Peninsula. 

- Slag and hammerscales provide information on post-
reduction processes, the refining of the bloom and secondary 
smithing activities, and, significantly, the production of iron 
objects in situ.

- Workshops were located in households, where diverse 
metallurgical activities were carried out. The furnaces may 
have been used to work with different metals. 

- The production of iron was relatively undeveloped. 
The metallurgical process undertaken in the West must 
have been different from the one used in the Near East 
(see details in Renzi et alii 2013, 185). This research is still 
in progress, and it raises the crucial issue of what knowledge 
was transferred to the Western Mediterranean and by whom.

The published excavations at La Fonteta show that the 
vast majority of iron objects dated to the earliest levels – 8th 

and 7th centuries BC – were curved knives (Fig. 4) and long 
bars of circular or rectangular section, interpreted as spits 
(González Prats 2014, 314-332). There are also small dice-
like iron cubes which have been tentatively interpreted as 
weighing implements by González Prats (2014, 322) but 
which we identify as small iron ingots or pre-forms. This 
identification, if correct, leaves open the possibility that iron 
circulated in this small form and that it was either processed 
in situ or traded as such.

There is also one bimetallic object: a fragment of an 
iron knife with bronze rivets and a bone handle dated to the 
7th century BC (Rouillard et alii 2007, 332) (Fig. 5). Bime-
tallurgy is a feature of this early period: another bimetallic 
object in the area is a small iron plate with copper (?) from 
La Encantada 4 (Cuevas del Almanzora, Almería), probably 
from a funerary context, and dated to the 8th century BC 
(Lorrio 2008, 298). The same pattern is attested in the west 
of the Iberian Peninsula, in Portugal, where iron knives 
with bronze rivets have been found at Quinta do Marcelo 
and Cachouça (Vilaça 2013, 56). The existence of bimetallic 
objects – in bronze and iron – bears witness to the mastery 
of the metallurgical processes of both metals by the earliest 
craftsmen. The earliest workshops from La Fonteta appear 
to have contained copper-based, iron or lead and silver 
metallurgy; however, we do not know whether this object 
was produced here or imported.

A human cremation is found in the context of the meta-
llurgical workshops dated to the 8th century BC (González 
Prats 2011, 53). The cremation corresponds to a mature 
adult (40-50 years old), probably a male. Some pathologies 
have been identified, probably related to degenerative 
processes and physical effort (De Miguel 2014). Certainly, 
this burial deviates from the norm due to its location in a 

Figure 5. Bimetallic iron knife with bronze rivets and bone handle 
from La Fonteta (Guardamar del Segura, Alicante) (after Rouillard 
et alii 2007).
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settlement, rather than in a cemetery. Some issues regar-
ding this individual which are relevant to the topic of this 
conference remain unresolved: Was this person involved in 
the metallurgical activities recorded in the same area? If so, 
people who had the know-how for handling metals might 
have been considered special. Equally, was it a deviant 
burial because of the status of the deceased person?

The mines that may have provided the iron ores for the 
workshops of La Fonteta are situated some 30 km away, in 
the mountains of Crevillent, where indigenous sites such as 
Peña Negra were located. However, the origin of the iron 
ores is still a matter of debate. We know that some of the 
exploited minerals were of polymetallic composition, and 
came most likely from the area of Málaga or Granada. Be 
this as it may, the newcomers in La Fonteta must have been 
involved in local trading networks or must have negotiated 
their exploitation with indigenous groups. Relations with 
indigenous settlements existed from the very beginning of 
the Phoenician presence in the area and they were driven by 
a close co-existence between groups. This interaction pro-
moted the emergence of hybrid practices which have been 
archaeologically identified in foodways and in tableware 
production (Vives-Ferrándiz 2014). The distribution of 
ingots made of copper, bronze and lead alloys in different 
proportions and sizes produced at La Fonteta and Peña 
Negra (Renzi 2010) shows that copper-based metal circu-
lated as a means of exchange and that the territory was not 
divided in terms of an inland-coastal division. 

Another possibility is that iron ores reached La Fonteta 
through seaborne trade, via the Phoenician colonial net-
work. As the Phoenician enclaves maintained multiple and 
different connections, and lead isotope analysis shows the 
complexity and multidirectionality of the trading networks 
involving metal in the Western Mediterranean (Rafel et alii 
2010), the issue of the origin of the ores should be examined 
on a case-by-case basis.

Figure 6. Iron knives from Peña Negra (Crevillent, Alicante) (after 
González Prats 1983).

Figure 7. Funerary contexts of the iron objects at the cemetery of Les Moreres (Crevillent, Alicante) (adapted from González Prats 2002).
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Trade and interest in iron objects
(8th-6th centuries BC)

After the introduction of iron metallurgy, iron objects 
found their way to indigenous settlements. Two cases in 
point in the vicinity of La Fonteta are Peña Negra and the 
cemetery of Les Moreres (both in Crevillent, Alicante). 
There is a ferrous nodule from Peña Negra dated to the 
9th-8th centuries BC (González Prats 1992, 144), but the 
vast majority of occurrences are dated to the 7th century 
BC and onwards. Examples are the several curved-edge 
knives and a fragment of iron javelin (?) from Peña Negra 
(González Prats 1983, 177-179) (Fig. 6) and iron objects 
from Les Moreres (Fig. 7): a knife from tomb 42 (an adult 
male), two small plates from tomb 73 (an adult woman with 
a newborn) and a ritually-bent knife from tomb 126 (an adult 
male) (González Prats 2002, 109, 142 and 202). Another 
nearby cemetery, el Collado y Pinar de Santa Ana (Jumilla, 
Murcia), shows a similar pattern: only one iron knife has 
been recorded, in tomb 5, a quadrangular masonry structure 
where urns were also deposited (Hernández, Gil 2001-2002). 

A contextualisation of the first iron objects in these 
cemeteries will provide us with information on their social 
role. Fewer than a third of the tombs contain grave goods 
– mainly items associated with the decoration of the body 
such as necklaces, bracelets and rings. Only three tombs out 
of 152 contain iron objects, which gives us an idea of the 
exclusivity of this metal. These tombs tend to be associated 
with adults; the infant in tomb 73 appears to be an excep-
tion, as s/he is buried with an adult woman. Access to iron 
objects must have been limited to a few people, presumably 
high-status individuals who valued the metal’s exotic quality 
and its functionality. We will return to this point later.  

In the second half of the 7th century BC the Phoenician 
extended their trading relations to new areas and intensified 
the networks already in place. Thus, beyond Cape de la 
Nao, up to the western Languedoc the Phoenicians traded 
with local people, looking for metals and other natural resou-
rces (Vives-Ferrándiz 2005; Aubet 2009, 344). Sites located 
on the coast and next to waterways became important nodes 
of contact: for instance, the area around Cape de la Nao, the 
mouth of the rivers Xúquer, Millars, Sènia and, of course, 
the river Ebro (Mata et alii 1994-1996, fig. 9). 

These waterways and valleys facilitated trade with 
inland communities. Via the valley of the river Xúquer and 
its tributaries iron objects may have reached inland settle-
ments such as Kelin/Los Villares (Caudete de las Fuentes, 
Valencia). Excavations at this site have revealed that the first 
iron objects date from the 7th century BC. The typological 
identification of these materials is not easy due to their poor 
state of preservation and fragmentation, but long slabs, iron 
slags and other fragments of minerals have been recorded 
(Mata 1991, fig. 89, 1) (Fig. 8). Also, an undetermined iron 
slab from level K at Vinarragell (Borriana, Castellón) at the 
mouth of the river Millars seems to precede Phoenician 
imports and it can be dated to the 7th century BC (Mesado 
1974, 135 and 165, fig. 77, 6) (Fig. 9, a).

The vast majority of items traded were food containers 

like amphorae (Asensio 2005, 557; Sanmartí 2004; 2009, 60), 
which are believed to have contained wine and, to a lesser 
extent, oil and fish products. Other objects such as mortars 
may also be associated with preparing and consuming food, 
probably wine (Vives-Ferrándiz 2005, 204). Indigenous de-
mand clearly centred on food and, above all, on wine, because 
the possession, distribution and consumption of these goods 
brought certain advantages in the local context: they made 
it possible to promote and maintain relationships of power 
through gift-giving, hospitality and feasting (Dietler 1990, 
362). Iron objects would also have circulated at this time. 

It is worth noting that the local communities in these 
regions had exploited mineral resources since the Late 
Bronze Age and metal had been in circulation for a long 
time. Metallurgical activity nevertheless increased notably 
around the time of the arrival of the Phoenicians, and recent 
isotope analysis suggest that local people exploited and tra-
ded galena and lead from El Priorat, in the lower Ebro valley, 
especially at the key site of El Calvari (El Molà, Tarragona) 
(Rafel et alii 2010, 183). They also traded in bronze at a 
range of places in the Ebro valley, as may be inferred from 
accumulated scrap metal at sites like Aldovesta (Benifallet, 
Tarragona) where iron knives have been recorded (Mascort 
et alii 1991, 34).

Figure 8. Iron slab dated to the 7th century BC from Kelin / Los 
Villares (Caudete de las Fuentes, Valencia).
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One of the earliest iron objects in this area is from Tossal 
de la Vila (La Serra d’en Galcerán, Castellón) where riveted 
lames (probably knives?) among other fragments are dated 
to the 8th and 7th century BC (Aguilella et alii 2016, 19 and 
33-34). Other settlements show similar patterns, again with 
the presence of iron knives in the 7th century BC: Vinarragell 
(Borriana, Castellón) (Mesado 1974, 131, 135 and 165, figs. 
75-17 and 77-6), Torrelló del Boverot (Almassora, Castellón) 
(Clausell 2002, 44-22), Los Morrones I (Cortes de Arenoso, 
Castellón) (Barrachina et alii 2012, figs. 4 and 6) and Tossal 
del Mortorum (Cabanes, Castellón) (Aguilella et alii 2004-
2005, 132, fig. 10-1) (fig. 9, b and c). The iron tools include 
a small pickaxe from Los Morrones 1 and an axe and a 
spit from Sant Jaume-Mas d’en Serra (Alcanar, Tarragona) 
(Barrachina 2012, 61 and fig. 4; Garcia i Rubert et alii 2016). 
And finally, there is an iron horse bite, though small, from 
La Ferradura (Ulldecona, Tarragona) (Maluquer 1987, 27, 
fig. 11). At the cemetery of Sant Joaquim de la Menarella 
(Forcall, Castellón) there is an indeterminate iron object 
among the grave goods (Vizcaíno 2007, 225, fig. 199) (Fig. 9, 
d). During the 6th century BC an iron knife has been recor-
ded at El Puig (Alcoi, Alicante) (Grau, Segura 2013, 102).

We have seen that iron knives were the objects that 
most interested the indigenous communities. This pattern 
is by no means unique to our study area (Mancebo 2000). 

Knives may have been used in commensal practices, for 
instance, for butchery or sacrificial activities. Their use in 
this context is clearly illustrated by a relief from the late 6th 
century BC funerary monument in Pozo Moro (Chinchilla 
de Montearagón, Albacete). The iron knives from early 
Iron Age tombs in eastern Iberia are not clearly associated 
with faunal remains, and so the presence of this object may 
reflect status or may have had some other ideological moti-
vation. However, iron knives were a new artefact altogether; 
there are no traces of earlier knives made in another metal. 
This is significant because practices associated with knives 
(whatever they were) did not conform to previous practices 
among the indigenous communities. In other words, ritual 
performances changed at the same time as the emergence 
and establishment of new trade opportunities. 

The expansion of Phoenician trade from the 7th century 
BC onwards brought local economies into broader networks 
of regional or interregional exchanges. This is relevant be-
cause the demand and consumption of iron objects following 
trading contacts must have stimulated iron production in the 
Phoenician settlements. At the same time as the arrival of 
iron objects, or soon afterwards, indigenous groups may well 
have sought to control their own iron production in order 
to be able to join the interregional trading networks. This 
possibility is suggested by the fragments of iron slag and 

Figure 9. A selection of iron objects from several sites between the Palància and Ebro rivers: a, Vinarragell (Borriana, Castellón); b, Los 
Morrones I (Cortes de Arenoso, Castellón); c, Tossal del Mortorum (Cabanes, Castellón); d, Sant Joaquim de la Menarella (Forcall, 
Castellón) (adapted from Mesado 1974; Barrachina et alii 2012; Aguilella 2017 and Vizcaíno 2010).
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Figure 10. Graveyard objects in tomb 20 from Les Casetes (La Vila Joiosa, Alicante) (adapted from García Gandía 2009).
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minerals from Kelin/Los Villares recovered in layers dated to 
the 7th century. At El Puig iron slag is found in layers dated 
to the late 6th century BC (Grau, Segura 2013, 102). Indige-
nous settlements with Phoenician imports dated to between 
the 8th and 6th centuries BC in the area stretching between 
the Palancia and Ebro rivers are believed to be located in 
the vicinity of iron ore deposits; it has been hypothesised 
that iron might have been traded from these sites (see for 
instance Clausell 1995, 97; Oliver 1996, 89, 142, 144, 147, 
152 and 155), although more information and analyses are 
needed to confirm this possibility.  

A turning point: the 6th and 5th centuries BC 

During the 6th century BC, and well into the 5th cen-
tury, we witness a major change in the use of iron in the 
area: new iron objects appeared, associated with new uses. 
We will argue that far from being a mere coincidence the 
emergence of these new objects went hand in hand with 
other major changes.

The archaeological information for this period is very 
scarce; good published contexts of settlements dated to the 
6th and 5th centuries are few and far between. For instan-
ce, from the 6th century we know only Alt de Benimaquia 
(Dénia, Alicante) (which has not yet been published), 
El Puig (Grau, Segura 2013), Kelin/Los Villares and En 
Balaguer I (Portell de Morella, Castellón). The picture for 
the 5th century is rather fuller but still precarious: El Puig 
continues to be occupied, and there is evidence from El 
Oral (San Fulgencio, Alicante) (Abad, Sala 2001), Tos Pelat 
(Moncada, Valencia) (published in part) and Puig de la Nau 
(Benicarló, Castellón) (Oliver and Gusi 1995).

The first transformation is the introduction of iron 
weapons in tombs, which were otherwise associated with 
exclusive imports and special architecture. The best-known 
context for the 6th century BC is the cemetery of Les Case-
tes (La Vila Joiosa, Alicante) (García Gandía 2009). Tombs 6, 
10, 18, 20 and 21 have yielded iron spearheads and javelins, 
one of them ritually bent. All these weapons may have been 
deposited with their wooden shafts removed or broken 
so that they could fit inside the tomb. This information 
suggests that the burial of iron weapons was imbued with 
ritual and symbolic significance from an early date (Fig. 10). 

Other comparable sites, albeit of a later date, are El 
Molar (San Fulgencio, Alicante), Altea la Vella (Altea, 
Alicante), and La Solivella (Alcalá de Xivert, Castellón) 
(Fig. 11), among others located on the mouth of the river 
Ebro (Peña 2003; Morote 1981; Fletcher 1965). At La 
Solivella, a cemetery dated to the 5th century BC, there 
are tombs with weapons such as spearheads, knives and a 
falcata (tombs 23 and 27; Fletcher 1965, 36 and 41). In this 
cemetery, long curved-edge knives for butchery are also 
common (Oliver 2014). 

The deposition of iron weapons in tombs is by no 
means an isolated phenomenon. In fact, at the end of the 
7th beginning of the 6th century BC iron weapons appeared 
simultaneously in the area ranging from the south of Ibe-
rian peninsula to Sardinia. In all these areas a new panoply 
emerged, one that was unrelated to earlier weapons of the 
Late Bronze Age. There are few swords, but an abundance 
of long heavy spears and javelins for combat (Farnié, Que-
sada 2005, 189-195).

This variation in the use of iron bears witness to the fact 
that violence was being ritualised. Adult male individuals 
competitively inscribed these warrior ideologies and identi-
ties in the funerary realm – as did other members of society 
including women and children, since these small cemeteries 
were socially segmented. The burial of a 14-28 month-old 
infant in La Vital (Gandia, Valencia) with exclusive imported 
goods in the 5th century BC may indicate that high status 
was inherited (Vives-Ferrándiz, Mata 2011, 38).

Contexts of the 5th century BC show that iron objects 
were becoming more numerous and varied than in the 
previous century. A sickle and a skiving knife were found 
in Kelin/Los Villares (Mata 1991, 167 and 168, fig. 89, 4; 
Mata 2006, 127), and a knife and a grill in En Balaguer I 
(Vizcaíno 2010, 52). The increasing number of objects and 
their variety might indicate that more local workshops were 

Figure 11. Iron swords from La Solivella. Left: tomb 23; right: tomb 
27 (Alcalà de Xivert, Castellón) (after Farnié and Quesada 2005).
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now involved in iron production, but tangible indices of 
such sites remain elusive; the only indirect evidence we 
have comprises some iron slag from 6th century levels from 
Kelin/Los Villares or El Puig.

Iberian oppida and iron metallurgy
(5th-2nd centuries BC) 

From the early 4th century BC onwards, a wider variety 
of iron tools is recorded for a diversity of activities, from 
woodworking and carpentry to leather work and farming 
and many other crafts: chisels, gimlets, axe-hammers, saws, 
pointers, awls, scissors, spatulas, hooks, nails, rivets are 
commonly found in these contexts (Pla 1968; Sanahuja 1971; 
Tortajada 2012). As they are abundant and the contexts are 
so numerous, we will not give a detailed account of these 
findings in this paper. 

Iron tools designed exclusively for agrarian activities, 
such as sickles, ploughs, mattocks, hoes and pruning tools, 
appear from the 5th and more clearly from the 4th century 
BC onwards (Fig. 12). Of course, iron tools had existed 
before, but they were not intended exclusively for farming 
or harvesting. Rather, they had a range of applications: 
knives and spits for consuming food, and axes and picka-
xes for clearing land or for woodwork. The shipwreck of 

Cala Sant Vicenç, off the coast of Mallorca, at the end of 
the 6th century BC carried 134 iron pickaxes to be traded, 
most likely with northeastern Iberian communities (Rovira 
Hortalà 2009, 232-238). These tools had a range of functions 
not specifically related to farming. 

The generalisation of iron technology to agrarian tools 
dates from the 4th century BC onwards. Why is this so? 
One could argue that the absence of finds of this kind at 
earlier dates does not necessarily exclude their use; it may 
just be that we have not tracked them down, or that the 
archaeological record for assessing earlier contexts is limited. 
However, sites bearing evidence of violent destructions and 
fires such as Alt de Benimaquia, dated to the 6th century BC, 
would have yielded iron tools if any had existed at that time. 
Were they recovered for recycling, due to their high value? 
This would be a possible explanation for their absence, but 
it is not entirely convincing because there are no traces of 
any recycled tools or discarded fragments. What is more, 
recycling was not common in later centuries, for instance, 
between the 4th and the 2nd centuries BC. So it seems that 
a different explanation must be found for this pattern.

The presence of iron tools indicates a technological 
innovation applied to farming during the turn of the 5th and, 
most clearly, the 4th centuries BC. The archaeobotanical 
information points to an agricultural system throughout 

Figure 12. Selection of iron tools from La Bastida de les Alcusses (Moixent, Valencia). Top left, iron ploughshares; top right, hoes; bottom 
left, pickaxes; bottom right, sickles (Museum of Prehistory, Valencia).
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the Iron Age based on extensive farming and focused on 
autumn-early winter cereals and fruit trees, with few diffe-
rences in terms of crops before and after this time (Iborra, 
Pérez Jordà 2013). In addition, it may not be a coincidence 
that the innovation affected almost simultaneously a range 
of activities in the cycle of grain production, from tillage 
and sowing to harvesting. The innovation in implements is 
likely to be related to a desire to increase production. For 
instance, iron shares for wooden ploughs allowed cultivation 
of non-prime arable lands; and experiments with replica 
sickles confirm that iron sickles reaped faster than flint 
sickles and that people could reach taller crops (see details 
in Halstead 2014, 35 and 114). 

Therefore, an examination of the political economy of 
these communities might offer a fruitful approach to explain 
how, when, and why technologies were mobilised, and to 
shed light on their relations with the social structure. Put 
simply, new iron tools were introduced as an innovation 
for farming only when it was possible and necessary, and 
not before. Many other areas of food production such as 
land management and crop selection may also have been 
affected, but information on these aspects remains elusive. 
Change was driven by the need to increase production in 
order to meet consumption demands, generate surpluses, or 
engage in trade. In other words, innovation in farming was 
induced by demand and consumption rather than by supply. 

production in trade activities boosted by the increased 
connectivity in the Western Mediterranean. Thus, one 
way to intensify production was to farm extensively; this 
was now possible, thanks to the increase in the population 
inhabiting the landscape. The mechanisms that enabled 
access to labour created differential social relations between 
households; and, at the same time, extensive agriculture 
supported social hierarchy (Halstead 2014, 351). As Foxhall 
has put it (2003, 88): the shortage of household labour to 
work the land was not simply a matter of the comparability 
of technologies and environments, but also of social struc-
tures and discourses. This raises another issue which goes 
beyond the limits of this paper: who brought these changes 
about? Were decisions about innovation taken at the house-
hold level, no matter the scale, or were they carried out by 
larger political entities? In other words, was it a top-down 
or a bottom-up process, or a combination of the two? The 
history of agricultural innovation shows that things tend to 
be too complex to be reduced to a simple dichotomy (Van 
der Veen 2010, 6). 

In this scenario there emerged specialised settlements 
devoted to post-reduction activities involving iron and 
other metalwork on a scale that went beyond the needs of 
the household. Two such sites are La Cervera (Font de la 
Figuera, Valencia) and Tossal de les Basses (Alicante). At La 
Cervera, located in the vicinity of La Bastida de les Alcusses, 
furnaces and areas for metalwork have been documented in 
an area of two hectares where there are no dwellings. These 
structures are dated to the late 5th century BC and the first 
half of the 4th century BC. Eight of them are interpreted 
as forges due to their typology (long ditches) and the fact 
that hammerscales have been found in the soil samples 
(López Serrano et alii 2018) (Fig. 13). This site must have 
been important for the production and redistribution of 
post-reduction objects.

We find a similar situation at Tossal de les Basses, 
established on the coast and next to a lagoon, in the 5th 
century BC (Rosser, Fuentes 2007). The settlement had 
harbour facilities and a defensive wall fortified with towers, 
and rich burial sites with sculptures loomed large over its 
surroundings. Outside the wall of the settlement is an area 
devoted to metallurgical and ceramic production. A series of 
iron forges and lead smelting furnaces have been recorded 
and a number of kilns (probably for producing amphorae?) 
have also been found. Much of the agricultural processing 
at Tossal de les Basses focused on arboriculture as a pro-
ductive strategy to allow the export of cash-crops (Iborra, 
Pérez Jordà 2013).

Iron workshops in the Iberian landscape:
forges and mines 

In this historical context, iron tools and weapons would 
have been highly valuable items: the former as a means of 
production, necessary to maintain and prepare the land 
for cultivation or mining, and the latter for use in warfare. 
They were crafted by skilled artisans and produced with 
resources, technologies and know-how that were contro-

This development in our area of study occurred around the 
5th century BC when a social framework of new larger political 
communities and the consolidation of institutions that pro-
moted cooperation between households or factions (Bonet 
et alii 2015) allowed the more effective exploitation of land. 

The archaeological evidence from intensively surve-
yed territories supports this idea: from the 5th century BC 
onwards new rural settlements were created from scratch, 
indicating a demographic increase (Bonet et alii 2008; Mata 
et alii 2009). There is also evidence of centralised storage 
at sites from the same century or slightly later – at Torre 
de Foios (Llucena, Castellón), La Bastida de les Alcusses 
(Moixent, Valencia), and Illeta dels Banyets (El Cam-
pello, Alicante) – possibly intended to exchange surplus 

Figure 13. Forges from La Cervera (La Font de la Figuera, 
Valencia) (Estrats S.L.).
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lled by the elites. In fact, the distribution of iron objects 
at the extensively excavated oppidum of La Bastida de les 
Alcusses shows that tools were associated with empowered 
households. The distribution is not regular all over the site, 
but nor is it concentrated in one particular house, or even 
in a particular compound. The fact that households at this 
site had different numbers of ploughs and agricultural 
tools suggests that access to land resources and labour was 
controlled. Equally, iron metalwork is attested in only some 
compounds. The presence of iron ingots suggests that the 
metal was redistributed between forges in this form for the 
production of tools and weapons (see details in Bonet and 
Vives-Ferrándiz 2011, 249). 

A distinction has tentatively been made between work-
shops operating on a full-time basis and those situated in 
households working part-time. Cerro de San Cristóbal (Si-
narcas, Valencia) and Muela de Arriba (Requena, Valencia) 
appear to be examples of the former, whereas those in Kelin 
and El Zoquete (Requena, Valencia) were probably used at 
specific moments. The well-preserved forge from Kelin/Los 
Villares is dated to the 3rd century BC. The furnace was a 
negative structure made out of a simple ditch 60 cm long and 
13 cm wide. The context also comprises tongs, an anvil and 
iron tools. In the Middle Turia Valley a complex territorial 
organisation around the ancient city of Edeta (Tossal de Sant 
Miquel, Llíria, Valencia) has been identified for this period 

We have evidence of forges at small agrarian settlements 
such as La Seña (Villar del Arzobispo, Valencia) (Duarte and 
Garibo 2008) but also at the main oppidum, Tossal de Sant 
Miquel, where only one room (number 118) out of 131 has 
yielded remains of this activity (Bonet 1995, 361). 

Ingots were exchanged or redistributed in complex net-
works and pathways running from the location of the reduction 
furnaces to the forges (Ferrer 2002, 200-201; Lorrio et alii  
1998-1999, 149). For instance, in the Edetan territory we find 
several ingots from the completely excavated settlement of 
El Puntal dels Llops (Olocau, Valencia), although no smithy 
has been identified (Bonet and Mata 2002) (Fig. 14). Pleiner 
suggests that the miners might have been specialised groups, 
probably extended family units, who worked on a temporary 
basis to extract and smelt the raw material and then returned 
to their communities with the semi-product ready (ingots, bars, 
blooms/lumps) (Pleiner 2000, 104-105).

Metallographic analyses have revealed a wide range in 
the quality of metal products (Ferrer et alii 2002; Lorrio et 
alii 1998-1999). We find good steels, excessively cemented 
materials, materials re-heated and cooled quite carelessly, 
poorly purified materials, and so on. This indicates that not 
all blacksmiths were skilled, and the diversity and quality 
of the existing products suggests the existence of both 
specialised workshops and less sophisticated manufactures. 

It is possible that iron smelting was carried out at the 

Figure 14. Iron ingots: a, Cerro de Faquirola (Buñol, Valencia); b, La Seña (Villar del Arzobispo, Valencia), 26 cm long (Museum of 
Prehistory, Valencia); c and d, El Puntal dels Llops (Olocau, Valencia), 25 cm long (after Bonet and Mata 2002).
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mines, but we lack information on this part of the process. 
No bloomery furnaces like the one documented at La Pas-
tora mine (Aliseda, Cáceres) (Pavón et alii 2017) have been 
identified in the area to date. However, slag with a flowing 
appearance (probably indicative of a first reduction phase) 
has been recorded in surveys and excavations in modern-
day Sinarcas at Los Chotiles and La Maralaga and Casillas 
del Cura (Venta del Moro, Valencia) (see Quixal’s paper in 
this volume). 

As Serneels notes, perhaps for reasons of volume rather 
than weight, the mineral might have been transported to 
the coal bunker (Serneels 1997, 29-42) (Los Chotiles?). In 
support of this proposal, slag remains from the reduction 
phase have been found near the mines and in sites close to 
other raw materials. The relationship between pottery kilns 
and metal furnaces identified at Casillas del Cura, La Mara-
laga and Tossal de les Basses also illustrates the interest in 
finding shared spaces for these types of productive activity 
which had similar water and fuel needs. 

This production would have required significant vo-
lumes of charcoal as a fuel. Although further research is 
needed to illustrate the use of fuel for metalwork, charcoal 
remains on a lump from Kelin/Los Villares have been stu-
died and identified as Pinus halepensis, an abundant species 
that may have been used despite its low heat yield. In the 
dump located outside the gallery of La Mina (Tuéjar, Va-
lencia) we found coal identified as Juniperus sp. and Pinus 
cf. halepensis3.

Concluding thoughts

The emergence of iron objects and iron metallurgy 
represents a clear material innovation of the early 1st mi-
llennium BC in the Western Mediterranean. However, this 
innovation did not permeate the landscape homogeneously, 
because its development was politically driven. It should 
also be understood in historical terms. Iron metallurgy was 

Figure 15. A falcata from El Rabosero (Torres Torres, Valencia) 
featuring silver inlaid decoration of animals (Museum of Prehistory, 
Valencia).

not initially introduced in order to replace other technolo-
gies because the objects produced in iron were typologically 
different from earlier items made in other metals like bron-
ze. In fact, they were totally new, and so interpretations that 
stress the improvement and progress of iron adoption during 
these early stages need to be nuanced. 

The development of this technology throughout the 
1st millennium BC accompanied other major social and 
cultural changes associated with the Iron Age period, such as 
widespread urbanisation and the emergence of hierarchies. 
Iron objects contributed to change in different ways, and 
there was no simple cause-and-effect relation between all 
these factors. The relationship between humans and iron-
as-material in an increasingly interconnected Mediterranean 
is the key to understand change. This article has addressed, 
albeit briefly, some of these issues as applied to the study 
area, under the guiding principle that people produced iron 
but that iron also produced people.

As a social commodity, iron objects were associated with 
values which, in turn, affected the conditions of interactions. 
During their first contacts with iron, it is likely that people 
associated the metal with other high-status symbols. The 
iron objects from the Villena hoard – a one-of-its-kind so 
far – may well have been attributed the same value as items 
made in gold, silver or amber. 

Later on, iron may also have been associated with em-
powered groups in an ongoing relation that both reflected 
and contributed to the changes in social values over time. 
The deposition of iron knives and iron weapons in tombs are 
two cases in point, although they were actually instrumental 
in different social contexts: the iron knives are tools that 
might represent ritual (sacrificial?) practices in a context in 
which conspicuous consumption was socially valued among 
communities striving to channel contacts with foreign 
traders because exchange was a source of prestige. The 
weapons represent the warrior ideology and the ritualisation 
of conflict and violence associated with maleness. They 
are found around the 6th century BC and would have been 
held in high social esteem over the following five centuries. 

We hope to have demonstrated that iron was not mo-
bilised as a widespread productive technology until the 
demand for surplus production so required, roughly from 
the 5th century BC onwards. Political centralisation and new 
forms of social relationships facilitated the intensification 
of farming and overcame the main obstacle to increased 
production – the shortage of labour. In this context, iron 
was essential for creating new tools, as was the presence 
of storage systems, transport or roads that facilitated con-
nections. Indeed, however instrumental iron farming tools 
were in these developments, they were not the sole cause 
of change. This is an example that social changes are not 
caused by materials per se or by people, but by the relations 
between the two. 

The fact that iron was distributed more widely does 
not mean that everyone had easy access to iron tools; the 
evidence makes it very clear that both iron tools and the 
know-how attached to their production were restricted to 3 Identified by Dr E. Badal (Universitat de València).
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